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Role
This training path is appropriate for individuals in all roles relevant to the product.

Assumptions
It is assumed that the Operator or User following this roadmap has basic skills in the following areas:
- Familiarity with networking concepts and practices and the techniques for monitoring a complex environment

It is assumed that the Administrator or Implementer following this roadmap has basic skills in the following areas:
- Familiarity with networking concepts and practices and the techniques for monitoring a complex environment
- Understanding of z/OS, especially mainframe networking, and how to navigate the O/S

Certification
It’s a business solution. A way for skilled IT professionals to demonstrate their expertise to the world. It validates your skills and demonstrates your proficiency in the latest IBM technology and solutions.
- Each exam page offers preparatory guidance and sample test materials. While courseware is recommended before taking an exam, keep in mind that real world experience is required to stand a reasonable chance of passing a certification test.
- A complete list of C&SI certifications is available on the program homepage.

Supplemental resources
- IBM Tivoli Monitoring 6.3 Fundamentals : TM023 : Instructor-Led Online (3 days)
- IBM Tivoli Monitoring 6.3 Fundamentals : TOS57 : Self-paced Virtual Class (3 days)
- IBM Tivoli Monitoring 6.3 Advanced Administration : TM063 : Instructor-Led Online (2 days)
- IBM Tivoli Monitoring 6.3 Advanced Administration : TOS63 : Self-paced Virtual Class (2 days)